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Our Mission:  To improve outcomes and the quality of care through innovative software, making clinical data meaningful and actionable. 

Associate DevOps Engineer 

Overview  

The Associate DevOps Engineer will work closely with the Lead DevOps Engineer, and is responsible for streamlining IT 

operations across company & customer systems. This includes analyzing current development & release processes, 

identifying improvement opportunities, automating build/configuration/release solutions, and 

designing/implementing/validating solutions for Continuous Integration & Improvement. 

The primary goal of this position is to automate IT processes to keep the company and its customers focused on the core 

competencies of medical outcomes data management & common business objectives, leaving the provisioning, 

configuration & release of applications/services as automated as possible. 

Other Responsibilities  

 Work with application teams to identify operational requirements 

 Make application/systems architecture recommendations 

 Perform code quality reviews 

 Assist the sales team with technical support/consulting as needed (helping with customer security assessments and 

RFPs). 

Requirements 

This position requires the ability to interact, develop, engineer, and communicate collaboratively at the highest technical 

levels with peers, partners, vendors, and company leadership as well as strong knowledge of computer/network security 

best-practices as well as HIPAA regulations, as they relate to storing, processing, and transmitting Protected Health 

Information. 

Qualifications 

 Bachelors/Masters Degree in Computer Science/Engineering or related field 

 Excellent troubleshooting and problem-solving skills 

 Experience designing, developing, testing, and deploying software applications/systems 

 Solid understanding of computer security and networking concepts 

 Solid understanding of Functional Programming and IT Automation 

 Demonstrated ability to proactively analyze and interpret complex problems/processes, identify requirements, and 

develop solutions to those problems 

 Experience consuming services from a cloud-based provider, such as Amazon Web Services 

Benefits 

 Company paid comprehensive Health, Dental and Vision Insurance 

 Paid time off starting at 14 days/year plus 9 paid holidays 

 We promote work/life balance with a positive working environment 

 Simplified Employee Pension (SEP) Plan with a Flexible Spending Account (tax advantaged financial account) 

 

 Employment Type 

Full-time 

 
Seniority Level 

Entry 

 


